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An undeniable legacy of 1968 is the proclamation of the right to the city. What 
happened in Paris, Prague, and many other cities, however, was merely the 
crystallization of long- existing conditions: even the concept was formulated 
earlier. Henri Lefebvre fi nished The Right to the City in 1967, on the centenary 
of volume 1 of Marx’s Capital, as Lefebvre himself noted, but it was not this 
temporal coincidence or the intellectual kinship that determined its signifi -
cance. The concept of the right to the city came into its own with the events of 
1968; it received justifi cation in people reclaiming the streets for radical poli-
tics, people who acted as if they had all read Lefebvre and  were staging his 
work in the streets of Paris. The right to the city has informed urban theory 
and inspired urban justice movements ever since. Some also note the radical 
transformation this notion has gone through since its conception, what with 
the “undeclared vulgarization” of some of Lefebvre’s ideas, and their circula-
tion in severely abridged forms undermined their original meaning.1

With regard to 1968, “legacies of watershed events are always complex 
phenomena,” remarks Immanuel Wallerstein. “For one thing, they are always 
ambiguous. For another, they are always the object of struggle by various heirs 
to claim the legacy, that is, the legitimacy of a tradition.”2 As part of the pack-
age of 1968, the right to the city is no diff erent; it became a slogan with a life 
of its own and has indeed left a complex legacy behind. It became an anchor to 
initiatives of offi  cial urbanism as well as radical social movements, and it saw 
not only the evacuation of politics from the urban but also some of the most 
inspired po liti cal moments when people stood up for their right to the city. In a 
word, it both has been a blatant success and has worked in support of claims 

CH A P T E R  T H RE E

What’s Left of the Right to the City?

JUDIT BODNAR
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74  JUDIT BODNAR

diametrically opposed to its creator’s general intent. It is this complex legacy 
and mixed success story that I would like to outline and explain  here.

In Lefebvre’s formulation, the right to the city is couched both in his over-
all critical theory of capitalism and in the analysis of the contemporary con-
stellations of the system at a specifi c place— it is both general and very timely. 
It is a comment on the city of his time, Paris, at the beginning of economic 
restructuring that saw a gradual reevaluation of the central districts command-
ing the reinvigorated attention of planners and developers, the experience of 
which many felt directly in their own lives and rents, including Lefebvre. His 
criticism thus echoed with both lay and professional audiences, ordinary urban 
dwellers and theoreticians of the city, Marxists and conservatives— all alarmed 
about the speed of change and the loss of their old city and neighborhood.

The right to the city is inclusive, it pertains to everyone who lives in the 
city, and it is amenable to a wide range of applications, yet it sounds more con-
crete and practical than “general human rights.” It is, however, much more 
than a claim to a fair share of the city— its ser vices, buildings, and institutions. 
It is a new composite right that escapes the usual classifi cations; it is a mixture 
of claim rights and liberty rights, both negative and positive; it implies ele-
ments of po liti cal, economic, social, and cultural rights, but it is none of them. 
“It is . . .  a superior form of rights,” writes Lefebvre: a “right to freedom, to 
individualization in socialization, to habitat and to inhabit. The right to the 
oeuvre, to participation and appropriation (clearly distinct from the right to 
property), are implied in the right to the city.”3 It “cannot be conceived of as a 
simple visiting right or as a return to traditional cities. It can only be formu-
lated as a transformed and renewed right to urban life,” “to renewed centrality, 
to places of encounter and exchange, to life rhythms and time uses, enabling 
the full and complete usage of these moments and places.” 4 The city is an oeu-
vre, the sense of which “art and philosophy contain,” yet it is not merely a work 
of art; for Lefebvre, both work and art seem equally crucial. The city is an 
oeuvre not simply by being a product; it is also use value in opposition to the 
exchange value of the product. City building is embedded in commodity pro-
duction, but it also off ers the possibility of overcoming alienation and appro-
priating lived time— the “capacity to produce a new humanism . . .  of urban 

man for whom and by whom the city and his own daily life in it become oeuvre, 

appropriation, use value (and not exchange value).”5 While the contradiction 
between use value and exchange value underlies the broader order of capital-
ism, it has specifi cally urban aspects: “One of the latest contradictions of our 
time . . .  is between the socialization of society and generalized segregation.” 6 
Generalized segregation has a par tic u lar bearing for some social groups, since 
“what identifi es the working class on the ground is segregation and the misery 
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of its ‘to inhabit.’ ”7 Lefebvre was not simply an urban scholar, and his interest 
in the urban follows partly from his spatialization of thinking about capitalism. 
The history of capitalism can be seen as survival and expansion through the 
production and occupation of space, in which urbanism becomes a force of 
production. As a result, Lefebvre notes, a “vast displacement of contradic-
tions” took place, and the capital/labor contradiction became primarily the 
contradiction of urban society, not industrial society.8 His “postindustrial” 
theorization of sorts does not “post” industrial society, nor does it replace it 
with urban society; rather, it identifi es the new spirit of capitalism in a recon-
fi gured emphasis on the production of space and urbanization. Po liti cal strate-
gies need to be adjusted accordingly: the social revolution against capitalism 
must be a spatial revolution— an “urban revolution,” as the title of his 1970 
book suggests.9

Lefebvre’s interest in capitalism and the critique of everyday life inter-
sected in the “urban,” producing his specifi c kind of Marxism. He conceived of 
the urban as a strategic level linking everyday life— the immediate level of 
totality— and the larger structures of the general social order. The urban thus 
was crucial to the transformation of both everyday life and the general social 
order. In disrupting the bureaucratically programmed life of the inhabitants 
and sometimes the working of the system, festivals and revolutions have unique 
capacities. In fact, play and festivity are integral to the city: “The eminent use 
of the city, that is, of its streets and squares, edifi ces and monuments, is la Fête 
(a celebration which consumes unproductively, without other advantage but 
plea sure and prestige and enormous riches in money and objects).”10 It thus 
does not belong only to those who can engage in the formal consumption of 
urban space in carefully designated manners— sitting in sidewalk cafés, lin-
gering in museums, or going on guided tours— but to all who can creatively 
make parts of the city their own, often in unrecognized ways. The right to the 
city entails also a “full and complete usage” of moments and places in the festi-
val, the appropriation of urban space and time by the people: the workers who 
 were pushed to the periphery in the historical remaking of the city by the 
bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century and are being relegated to the outskirts 
once again. For Lefebvre, a prominent example of the reconquest of the city by 
its dispossessed was the Paris Commune in 1871. It was “an im mense, epic 
festival . . .  a spring festival in the Cité, a festival of the disinherited and the 
proletarians, a revolutionary festival and festival of the Revolution, a total fes-
tival, the grandest of modern times” during which the insurgents became 
masters not only of their city but of their history.11

The year 1968 became another paradigmatic example. It read as the ap-
propriation of urban space (factories, universities, streets) by the workers and 
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students. The script was partly written by Lefebvre, but it was defi nitely not 
staged by him. He in fact had a contradictory relationship to the May events: 
he was skeptical about the aims of the movement, and the demonstrators’ de-
mands  were not comprehensive enough for him, yet it was an urban festival 
seductively reminiscent of the Commune. He was reproached for not taking 
part by people who did not do anything  else but “put his lecture and writings 
into practice.”12 The implementation of his ideas belonged more to the Situa-
tionists, who took some of Lefebvre’s main themes and developed them fur-
ther. As authorship was a source of contention between them, it may be more 
correct to say that Lefebvre was assimilated seamlessly by the Situationists and 
vice versa.13 Even though the urban assumed importance foremost as a privi-
leged place of capitalism, the Situationist critique of the extreme functionality 
of the modern city was instrumental, imaginative, and appealing. The small 
tactics of the urban dweller—détournement (diversion) and dérive (drift)— were 
conceived in opposition to the everyday of this city, its programmed operation 
and consumption. The Situationist idea of “unitary urbanism” opposed the ab-
straction of cities and also worked against exchange value in a very Lefebvrian 
manner. Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle came out in 1967 and was even 
more infl uential in the revolutionary détournement of May 1968 than The 

Right to the City. The streets acquired importance in their capacity of “disrup-
tive and militant spontaneity” against the “society of the spectacle”: they be-
came the stage for spectacular “counterspectacles.”

It is not by accident that the counterspectacle (starting with the March 22 
Movement) erupted at Nanterre. Nanterre not only hosted the authoritarian 
institutions of bureaucratic capitalism, such as the university, but incarnated 
the very repressive urbanism that Mourenx came to typify in Lefebvre’s writ-
ings: the prototypical French New Town, an ordered, enclosed, fi nished world 
that provides for basic needs but is boring to the extent of being inhuman. 
However, this new town, Lefebvre warns, has certain capabilities: “Here . . .  
boredom is pregnant with desires, frustrated frenzies . . .  unrealized possi-
bilities.”14 It creates the prospect for an oppositional culture to arise. In the 
proximity of Nanterre to Paris, the dispossession of both the students and the 
immigrant workers of Nanterre from the centrality of urban life was especially 
striking. Reclaiming urban space started in the new town but soon extended 
to the renewed center of Paris, which was now taken back by the city dwellers 
from developers, urban offi  cials, and professionals. The May events clearly 
looked like an enactment of Lefebvrian and Situationist ideas. The Society of the 

Spectacle got written on the walls of the city. With the strike and the break-
down of the machinery of urban life, the revolutionary spectacle became the 
greatest disruption of postwar routine, a grand détournement. Leisure time 
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was reclaimed; time and space  were reappropriated and lived as in 1871. The 
city became the insurgents’ oeuvre.15

The streets  were claimed by counterspectacles all over Eu rope and the 
Americas. Paris, Baltimore, Mexico City, and Prague had a lot in common, but 
the immediate politics of their counterspectacles diff ered. Indeed, Prague was a 
supreme manifestation of the Situationist International’s (SI) ideas and a “per-
fect example of the revolutionary détournement of repressive urbanism,” as the 
SI came to admit a year after the events.16 Following the calls for action, which 
 were aired fi rst through the state radio and then through clandestine stations, 
people pulled down street signs, changed street names, took down  house num-
bers, and made the city their own, that is, accessible to those who knew it and 
lived it, excluding those who did not belong, such as the occupying Soviet 
Army.17 “Overnight, the country had become nameless,” recalls Milan Kun-
dera, who incorporated the story in the dissident fi ction of the time. “For seven 
days, the Rus sian troops wandered the countryside, not knowing where they 
 were. The offi  cers searched for newspaper offi  ces, for tele vi sion and radio sta-
tions to occupy, but could not fi nd them. Whenever they asked, they would get 
either a shrug of shoulders or false names and directions.”18 The apocryphal 
story is recorded of an old woman telling the Soviet troops that the Radio 
Czech o slo vak i a headquarters was a sewing factory, and a tank shot the National 
Museum, thinking that it was the Parliament building. With the removal of all 
street signs and  house numbers Prague was transformed into a “veritable ‘urban 
labyrinth,’ ” and “the walls  were covered with May 1968– style inscriptions.”19 
“Walls and sidewalks became a protest gallery of po liti cal art,” and “Prague be-
came the home of freedom” just like Paris.20

Pop u lar re sis tance in Prague, however, had diff erent tones, aims, and en-
emies. It was a puzzlement of sorts for the Situationist International that “dis-
tinctly revolutionary methods of struggles”  were taken up for the defense of a 
“reformist bureaucracy.”21 Even though the Czechs and all dissidents in East-
ern Eu rope would talk about “socialism with a human face,” for the Situation-
ist International it was still bureaucratic socialism. What made the front lines 
clear and what mobilized almost the entire population was that the counter-
spectacle was in defense not only of a “reformed government” but of national 
sovereignty from the invaders, the Warsaw Pact countries, and especially the 
Soviet  Union. While the dissatisfaction that erupted in 1968 was widespread 
and had common structural conditions, the immediate reasons for the explosion 
varied from place to place, just like the faces of offi  cial politics that played on 
the other side. Regardless of these diff erences, 1968 was an exceptional mo-
ment of urbanity in both Paris and Prague as well as many other places: a su-
preme manifestation of a renewed right to the city, its collective appropriation, 
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the coming together of the creation of po liti cal and artistic oeuvres, a moment 
of revolutionary spontaneity, and the dominance of the use value. In most 
cases, activists  were not building on Lefebvre’s ideas consciously, yet his Right 

to the City resonated so perfectly with their reading of the events that it took off  
as a powerful po liti cal slogan, a pop u lar framing of demands during 1968 and 
afterward.

It has also inspired urban justice movements and accommodated demands 
for participation in all kinds in urban aff airs. In fact, its use has reached a scope 
and popularity no one had predicted. It made serious inroads into academic 
discussions, social movements with a variety of po liti cal tones and agendas, 
various levels of the state (rarely the national level, though), and, in general, 
large bureaucratic organizations of the kind Lefebvre was so critical of. It is 
equally evoked in UN documents and founding texts of radical organizations 
by diff erent brands of offi  cials and activists alike. The United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientifi c and Cultural Or ga ni za tion (UNESCO) put together several 
high- profi le conferences with the term in the titles, the Brecht Forum in New 
York runs a Right to the City series, and the City University of New York 
(CUNY) organizes teach- ins on the topic.

The offi  cial appropriation of the slogan and Lefebvrian ideas started right 
after 1968— often without recognition of proper authorship.22 In general, of-
fi cial urbanism in France in the 1970s and the 1980s relied selectively on the 
Lefebvrian heritage, and the 1988 creation of the French Ministry of the City 
seemed to take Lefebvre’s dictum about the importance of the urban to 
heart— in its own way.23 French urbanism was one of the few cases in which 
the term reverberated with the national state. The 1991 Urban Development 
Act, commonly known as the antighetto law, which prescribed a certain pro-
portion of subsidized housing in large municipalities, referred explicitly to the 
right to the city in combating segregation. It rightly evoked Lefebvre’s concern 
with segregation as a major obstruction of people’s right to the city but decon-
textualized and compartmentalized the problem in a non- Lefebvrian spirit, in 
a manner very typical of the afterlife of his ideas.24

The point is not to scold politicians, activists, or even theoreticians for us-
ing, in a distorted manner, the term that was coined by Lefebvre, untrue to 
the spirit of the original formulation. An analysis, however, of the ways the 
term was appropriated and the systemic truncations it has gone through in the 
pro cess can be informative of the politics of its use and the current historical 
context. The right to the city has become an all- encompassing slogan; it is all 
too easily applied to enfranchise people with respect to all decisions that are 
related to urban space.25 It resonates with a po liti cally liberal rights- based dis-
course and came to be widely used in framing demands for integration and 
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participation. It is evoked in demands for participatory urban planning and 
bud geting and in claims to participatory democracy in general. Participatory 
bud geting, a more radical version of participatory planning (as it not only goes 
beyond planning but also favors poor neighborhoods in redistribution), started 
in Pôrto Alegre, Brazil, in 1989.26 The success of this practice led to the emer-
gence of a global pattern. Participatory bud geting models and tool kits, per-
ceived as “an embodiment of direct deliberative democracy,” are taught equally 
in the classrooms and NGO crash courses of the First, Second, and Third 
Worlds. The right to the city became codifi ed in the constitution fi rst in 2001 
with the City Statute of Brazil, which defi ned the city as collective property to 
which everyone has a legal right. The social function of the city is promoted 
through land management, tenure regularization procedures, and require-
ments for public participation in urban planning.27

The right to the city has gone through a transnationalization of sorts and 
has become the staple of various UN- affi  liated organizations and international 
NGOs in the new millennium. It underlies such documents as the Eu ro pe an 
Charter for Women in the City; the Eu ro pe an Charter for the Safeguarding of 
Human Rights in the City; UN- HABITAT’s Strategy for the Implementation 
of the MDG (Millennium Development Goals) 7, which links sustainability 
and poverty reduction to urban participation; and the NGO- initiated World 
Charter on the Right to the City, which insists on “equal access to the potential 
benefi ts of the city for all urban dwellers, demo cratic participation of all inhab-

itants in decision- making pro cesses and realization of [their] fundamental rights 
and liberties.”28 In response to criticism concerning the truncation of the right 
to the city, a recent UNESCO document emphasizes a holistic approach: “UN- 
HABITAT and UNESCO are keen to see local governments active in promot-
ing the holistic notion of the ‘Right to the City’ at the international level and to 
take a strong role in supporting inclusive urban governance.”29

In the  wholesale appropriation of the term, it is often forgotten how radi-
cal the right to the city was in the Lefebvrian formulation— that it went be-
yond the simple right to urban ser vices, and its implementation entailed a 
revolution against neocapitalism in which urbanism and real estate came to 
play increasingly vital roles. In fact, Lefebvre rarely mentions urban dwellers 
in their capacity as users of urban ser vices, and when he does, it is with the 
explicit purpose of going beyond it: “The right to the city, complemented by 
the right to diff erence and the right to information, should modify, concretize 
and make more practical the rights of the citizen as an urban dweller (citadin) 
and user of multiple ser vices.”30

Reducing this right to participation is an even more ironic twist in the his-
tory of the term if we recall that Lefebvre launched a devastating critique of 
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integration and participation, to which he would unabashedly refer as “obses-
sional themes.” Integration—“itself an aimless aspiration”— pairs up with par-
ticipation, which “is not a simple obsession. In practice, the ideology of partici-
pation enables us to have the acquiescence of interested and concerned people 
at a small price. After a more or less elaborate pretence at information and 
social activity, they return to their tranquil passivity and retirement. Is it not 
clear that real and active participation already has a name? It is called 
self- management.”31

Reductions of the right to the city to participation and a better distribu-
tion of urban ser vices have invited criticism from connoisseurs of Lefebvre as 
well as scholars on the left. The former would point at the richer and diff er-
ently calibrated original formulation; the latter would discuss it in the general 
framework of the socialist critique of liberalism and note the tension between 
just redistribution and an unjust architecture of possibilities in the world as 
well as the built- in limitations of participatory politics, demanding participa-
tion without scrutinizing the structure of participation and the broader insti-
tutional setting.32 Liberal rights- based domestications of the idea stay focused 
on what is more a by- product of the urbanity Lefebvre proposed than its fi nal 
aim. The small link between the right to the city and its wider environment is 
missing; it usually goes unacknowledged that the right to the city is so radical 
because of the changes in the nature of capitalism that bring the urban to the 
forefront, and we are happy to have found a common denominator for dissent 
without having to think about the system itself. In the pro cess, the plea sure 
and playfulness of participation, so characteristic of Lefebvre’s urban imagina-
tion, are also lost, and we are left with depoliticized, sterilized, and routinized 
claims to participation in urban life with little sense of other than urban scales 
and the general social order, even if the implementation of participation in-
vokes powers at the national level and beyond.

In all fairness, Lefebvre’s formulation was somewhat conducive to the 
truncated interpretations that came to characterize the afterlife of his right to 
the city. In his coining the term, we have a curious deployment of rights by a 
Marxist who is perfectly aware of how central the critique of liberalism and its 
emphasis on the rights of men was for Marx. Lefebvre’s composite of the right 
to the city is understandably diff erent from, and often set up in opposition to, 
the right to liberty, equality, free exercise of religion, and especially private 
property. The idea of rights in general is not integral to Lefebvre’s oeuvre; it is 
used only in this par tic u lar context. The right to the city is less an analytical 
concept than a po liti cal one phrased in the language of claimants: the workers 
displaced to the comfortably provided uniformity of the outskirts and new cit-
ies. Demanding rights is the language of potential revolutionaries, as it has 
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been associated historically with movements for justice as well as greater lib-
erty and equality, except that justice means urban justice now, which, because 
of the urbanization of capital, when implemented stands for a  whole new 
world.

The growing popularity of the slogan among NGO activists follows partly 
from an elective affi  nity between Lefebvre and the current spirit of the times. 
On the one hand, we have been witnessing a hegemony of sorts of rights- based 
discourses in addressing issues of injustice and the broadening of the very cat-
egory of rights, that is, the deepening of rights in substance and the extension 
of the scope of the right- bearer transgressing the individual now. On the other 
hand, globalization has meant a more general rescaling of politics and the state: 
not only the escalation of the global but a shift from the national to the global 
and local scales and the corresponding politics of reallocating service- providing 
responsibilities away from the national state in a manner that also favors a 
greater involvement of NGOs.33 Lefebvre’s right to the city talks to both 
trends. His use of rights echoes a generalized rights discourse, while his 
 emphasis on the urban scale captures and incarnates the rescaling of the ambi-
tions and responsibilities of the nation- state. The urban becomes a privileged 
basis for citizenship and entitlement. Lefebvre’s notion of the citadin, which 
defi nes citizenship by inhabiting a place rather than by belonging to a state, 
helps the decoupling of the nation- state and citizenship in a welcome move for 
citizenship studies. This has been altogether crucial in critical academic appli-
cations of the slogan, which tend to react to what is perceived as an increasing 
disenfranchisement of citizens amidst the changes associated with neoliberal 
restructuring by evoking people’s right to the city and by proposing alterna-
tives in the framework of the politics of the inhabitant rather than that of the 
citizen. Such novel framing of claims responds to changes associated with glo-
balization and the diminishing hegemony of the formally understood nation- 
state in defi ning citizenship.34 Consequently, in contemporary articulations 
of the right to the city, the global aspect is more accentuated than it ever was 
in the original.35

A recent 2009 policy paper by UNESCO and UN- HABITAT is a fi tting 
illustration of the intricacies of the social life of ideas.36 The text opens with a 
fair summary of the origins and evolvement of the notion of the right to the 
city, relying extensively on up- to- date academic literature on the topic. In op-
position to previous summaries of a similar kind, the document goes beyond a 
passing reference to Lefebvre, and, after providing a more comprehensive 
defi nition of the right to the city, including such elements as oeuvre, use value, 
appropriation, and the inherently po liti cal nature of its use, it is eager to 
 acknowledge that his right to the city created “a radical new paradigm that 
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challenged the emerging social and po liti cal structures of the 20th century.” In 
this spirit the authors then argue for a holistic conception of this right but very 
correctly also point out that “his writing was disconcertingly vague as to how 
it could be implemented.”37 Even radical geographer David Harvey’s general 
theory of urbanization is cited in underlining that the urban question cannot 
be decoupled from larger social and po liti cal pro cesses. One clearly has the 
impression that, being aware of prior criticism of the reduction of the slogan, 
the document will propose changes closer to the spirit of the original than 
other reports have done before. It is somewhat baffl  ing, then, to fi nd a return 
to an ultimately rights- based approach in the summary of this new direction, 
which would “imply moving from a right to the city as it is perceived at present, 
to an approach that combines citizenship and human rights in the urban 
realm.”38 The rights themselves are indeed radical, and their implementation 
assumes major social and po liti cal changes, yet the city seems to exist in isola-
tion; there is no mention of the general order of society, either of capitalism or 
of any alternative, let alone of how these rights will be codifi ed and enforced 
by the state or other organizations. In spite of opening with Lefebvre’s radical-
ism, the document ends up pacifying it once again. Its rights- based approach 
displays a strange bias, conspicuously keeping silent about a certain right— the 
one to private property— that may well take pre ce dence over all those pro-
posed in the document and work against them.39 Not going beyond rights and 
devoid of utopian elements, the right to the city cannot reproduce the Lefeb-
vrian spirit of the slogan. Whether we can or should replicate a Lefebvrian 
take on the city and social change, and whether doing so would be the task of 
UNESCO and related organizations, is another question.

The afterlife of ideas and the social memory of watershed events is an in-
tricate composite of actors, interests, and genuine forgetting. What happened 
to the right to the city is very much in line with the general legacy of 1968. In 
her vivid account of May ’68, Kristin Ross demonstrates how what was origi-
nally a po liti cal event gained a mostly aesthetic and cultural meaning over the 
years and, accordingly, how equality— a prominent theme of 1968— became 
con ve niently forgotten by offi  cial narratives along with violence.40

Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello relate the strange success of some of the 
typical 1968 ideas and their role in paving the way to an ever more vigorous 
capitalism. They see 1968 as a combination of an artistic and a social critique 
of the system that displayed an inevitable tension between the demand for au-
tonomy and security. Autonomy came to be exchanged for security in the new 
social and economic policies of France in the 1970s with the support of parti-
sans of the artistic critique from the class of ’68, culminating in the socialists 
coming to power. Autonomy extolled the virtues of mobility and adaptability, 
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and it rhymed also with the fulfi llment of human potential, but it was also a 
liberated way of making profi t and ultimately fostered the success of the “new 
spirit of capitalism.” This is not to deny that the new spirit of work and the 
ensuing labor market indeed provided better possibilities of fulfi llment for 
many, but such statements are worth a class analysis in terms of the benefi cia-
ries of changes, and the statements need to be qualifi ed accordingly. In the 
same vein, the ultraleftist critiques of the 1960s and 1970s (of state monopoly 
capitalism, existing socialism, ideological state apparatus) curiously contrib-
uted to the critique of the state, a critique that became institutionalized in 
neoliberal restructuring. This apparent affi  nity between leftist ideas and a 
rightist program made the pro cess more acceptable in the beginning.41

The “class of ’68” may have had a similarly bizarre responsibility in what 
happened to the right to the city in the pro cess of urban restructuring that 
merely started in 1968. The right to centrality, urbanity, diff erence, use value, 
the oeuvre (participation), and appropriation resonated not only with insur-
gents turned politicians and urban offi  cials but with the early gentrifi ers’ com-
plex aspiration of making housing an oeuvre. Due to a lack of monetary 
means, this project involved reliance on the gentrifi ers’ own labor and creativ-
ity and targeted risky neighborhoods. The new gentry  were also in search of an 
alternative lifestyle in the face of monotonous suburban and housing estate 
living, and they wished to reclaim the city from bureaucratic state planning. 
Nonetheless, these alternative youngsters gradually became the carriers of 
gentrifi cation at large and the promoters of an increasingly profi table produc-
tion of space. As a result, some of them, who could not turn use value into 
exchange value and property title in time, had to leave the area in the transfor-
mation of which they  were instrumental. In a culmination of this pro cess, the 
class content of the right to the city is twisted inside out by full- scale gentrifi -
cation: the revanchist city also makes its claim on the “renovated centrality” of 
the city once the central city has ceased being a risky terrain and regained its 
exchange value.

Neil Smith observes a recent turn in American urbanism: “This revanchist 
anti- urbanism represents a reaction against the supposed ‘theft’ of the city, a 
desperate defense of a challenged phalanx of privileges, cloaked in the populist 
language of civic morality, family values and neighborhood security.” 42 In class 
terms, the revanchist city is the (new) bourgeoisie claiming its space— private 
and public— once the value of centrality has been restored following the 
“white fl ight” of the 1960s and 1970s. The lower middle class, feeling the ter-
ror of abandonment by employers, social ser vices, and offi  cial politics, easily 
joins in the enterprise of upgrading the city by getting rid of “undesirable” 
populations and reclaiming public space from minorities and the homeless.
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The right to diff erence, which not only forms part of the bundle of rights 
under the heading of the right to the city but also underlies Lefebvre’s entire 
oeuvre, has seen a similar minimalist appropriation and drastic recalibration of 
its class content. The diff erentialist claims of 1968 “now live in the cultural-
ized neo- racisms and commodifi ed centralism of metropolitan life,” observes 
Stefan Kipfer. They became caught in a Gramscian exercise of hegemony, as 
“the minimal diff erences of the current postmodern world of diff erence are 
central for hegemonic projects.” 43 In contradistinction, the “full and complete 
usage of places and moments” entailed in the right to the city implies the pro-
duction and assertion of maximal diff erence, which has the capacity not only 
of temporarily disrupting the everyday routine of the system but of threaten-
ing its very premises.44 The year ’68 was a temporary assertion of maximal 
diff erence that could not be turned into the kind of sustained social transfor-
mation revolutionaries  were dreaming about. Yet it contributed to social 
change and, as an unintended consequence, provided building blocks to the 
hegemonic project of late capitalism.

Lefebvre’s right to the city could be so general and could mobilize so 
widely in 1968 as well as today because his analysis was also concrete and well 
timed. His call for the right to the full and complete usage of moments and 
places and to use value also meant insistence on multiple rhythms and diversity 
at a time when he saw a renewed attack on diversity as centrality was turning 
into a special type of spatiality of new command and consumption functions 
with a rehabilitated exchange value. Social diversity suff ers at every escalation 
of class power, as it did after 1848, under the neocapitalism of the 1960s, or 
today, in other words, at the time of gentrifi cation, when, as Lefebvre puts it, 
exchange value prevails over use value. Such juxtaposition of use and exchange 
value and his insistence on use value, which risk turning into a po liti cal eco-
nomic oddity, are, however, more than a rhetorical device with a strong po-
liti cal message; they call attention implicitly to the cycles and the rhythm of 
capital accumulation. Exchange value is dominant when in the pro cess of 
gentrifi cation the rent gap (the diff erence between the actualized ground rent 
and a potential one under the best— most profi table— use) has reached its 
maximum, the use of land has turned around, and the new dynamism has 
started to push out less profi table land uses in an increased competition. The 
diversity of urban space is commanded more strictly in accordance with prof-
itability. This happens when the exchange value of a neighborhood is on a 
steady rise, as it was in central Paris in the late 1960s. Both Lefebvre and the 
Situationists reacted to a new urbanism they experienced personally that rep-
resented the drive to rationalize, homogenize, and commercialize the diversity 
of Paris, the “socio- architectural unevenness of which they could still take for 
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granted in the 1950s.” 45 The 1959 offi  cial decision to “preserve the urban and 
social tissue of the center,” sported by writer and Minister of Cultural Aff airs 
André Malraux, opened the way not only to preservation but also to a more 
commercial use of the center and the rise of the urbanist— a social type that 
invited Lefebvre’s intense dislike— maneuvering between the state and the 
developer. In an ironic gesture to preservation, the old marketplace was moved 
in 1968 from the centrally located Les Halles neighborhood, a move that many 
saw as sealing the fate of the formerly working- class and bohemian quarter. 
Indeed, the two de cades between 1954 and 1975 witnessed a textbook case of 
class change as the number of workers living within the city limits declined by 
44 percent while the cadres supérieurs increased by 52 percent.46

Full- fl edged gentrifi cation moves against social diversity, that is, against 
those whose market worth is low for the area, but diversity in general is not 
suppressed by what Lefebvre calls the dominance of exchange value. To the 
contrary, it can be perfectly well enhanced by the market— after all, one is 
struck by the number of places to go to as well as by the variety of culinary 
themes in gentrifi ed neighborhoods— but in a way that adheres to the logic of 
commercialization more than before. This is a minimal diff erence that pro-
vides ammunition to the extension of the hegemony of the system, the kind of 
diff erence on which commodity production thrives.

The incorrigibly antiestablishment and antibourgeois Situationist move-
ment has run a similar course and made inroads into mainstream cultural in-
stitutions and bourgeois entertainment: it became aestheticized, intellectual-
ized, depoliticized, and respectable.47 The counterspectacle dissolved in the 
integrated spectacle in a move that the group’s signature fi gure, Guy Debord, 
foretold long ago, taking the commodity beyond criticism and alternatives.48 
Debord’s wisdom notwithstanding, more and more insist that there are alter-
natives. Along with the spectacular domestication of the Situationist legacy, 
we also see movements that unite Lefebvre’s celebration of the festival and the 
insurgent urbanism of the Situationists once again. The Reclaim the Streets 
(RTS) movement, which started locally but quickly went global, reclaims ur-
ban space for noncommercial purposes by creating situations that disrupt the 
dominant use of par tic u lar places, the participants exercising thereby their 
right to the city and asserting diversity and use value. These disruptions are 
creative, loosely or ga nized, and targeted, and they retain the element of spon-
taneity and joy, which neither po liti cal demonstrations nor commercially sanc-
tioned forms of consuming urban space tend to have, however desperately 
they try. The events of taking over busy thoroughfares in direct action by cy-
clists or street parties, the détournement (misappropriation) of traffi  c and 
regular function, are moments of an urban festival and the playful appropriation 
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of space that allude to its alternative use, obeying other than its currently pre-
vailing commercial logic.49 These “die- hard Situationist fans,” as Naomi Klein 
refers to the organizers (one could also call them post- Fordist Situationists), 
indeed envision the street party turning into a “permanent festival” that can 
have the potential to make a diff erence in the world.50 It is, of course, equally 
possible that Debord could be proven right once again: the post- Fordist coun-
terspectacle could seamlessly dissolve into late capitalist urbanism.

Relying more on Lefebvre than on urban interventions in the Situationist 
tradition, the institutionalization of urban justice movements has recently 
taken a new turn with the formation of the Right to the City Alliance in Janu-
ary 2007. This new national alliance of “membership- based organizations and 
allies” avowedly takes Lefebvre’s 1968 book The Right to the City as “a key re-
source and touchstone” and builds on the World Urban Forum’s related dis-
course and on the World Charter on the Right to the City adopted in 2004.51 
The alliance has kept the inclusive framing of its demands in terms of human 
rights and yet clearly aims to transgress the oft- criticized limitations of such 
conceptualization by referring to pro cesses that produce urban injustice and 
those that can change them. Among the practices that lead to the disenfran-
chisement of more and more citizens, rural development also fi gures as forcing 
people to migrate into megacities, and in response to criticisms concerning 
the fetishization of the urban scale in the right to the city discourse, rural jus-
tice enters as one of the twelve principles the or ga ni za tion endorses. It is a true 
application of Lefebvre’s extended urbanism that goes beyond the city and 
emphasizes pro cesses that create the very dichotomy of urban and rural and 
produce space that increasingly takes up the characteristics of the urban. The 
alliance in general promotes “an idea of a new kind of urban politics that as-
serts that everyone, particularly the disenfranchised, not only has a right to the 
city, but as inhabitants, have a right to shape it, design it, and operationalize an 
urban human rights agenda.”52 Indeed, there may not be more to demand than 
fundamental human rights, including the right to live in dignity, but the imple-
mentation of those rights can take a  whole world to change, and this recogni-
tion still seems toned down. The program remains suspended between the 
impossibility of demanding radical rights within the premises of the system 
and the need to operationalize this radical agenda.

What’s left, then, of the right to the city in the face of what one can interpret 
as the domestication, co- optation, pacifi cation, and depoliticization of the idea 
asserted in cities where the scale of changes that had started around 1968 has 
expanded in an unforeseen manner?
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1.  We are left with a framework that suits liberal urban justice discourses 
of participation and has a good fi t with rights talk, which one may indeed de-
scribe as a truncation of the idea. In a sense, Lefebvre prefi gured that the no-
tion of rights that are not defi ned on the level of the nation- state would gain 
prominence po liti cally and ethically. With globalization, the idea of human 
rights has indeed become inescapably transnational, the right to the city being 
one of them.

2.  We  were foretold the unfolding of gentrifi cation and concomitantly the 
increasing signifi cance of space in capital accumulation, but we  were also 
alerted that claiming the right to “renewed centrality” would be a po liti cal 
pro cess that was far from harmonious. Accordingly, we see both aspiring yup-
pies who owe their wealth to the vagaries of the fi nancial market and defensive 
members of the middle class who owe their ill fate partly to the same pro cesses 
and who claim their right to urban space vis-à- vis the lower classes in the re-
vanchist city.

3.  But foremost, we are left with the legacy of Lefebvre’s radicalism and the 
brief interludes of putting his ideas into practice in 1968 and afterward to help us 
build urban utopias or alternatives, that is, to exercise our right to the city, which 
involves the right to change the city after “our heart’s desire” and “to change our-
selves by changing the city,” as David Harvey paraphrases urban sociologist Rob-
ert Park.53 We— citizens who do not have a sanctioned role in shaping the city, 
unlike planners, developers, and politicians— are left with a right to a radical 
urban imagination that goes beyond the urban, an imagination that strives for the 
impossible to achieve the possible. We are entrusted with what Lefebvre saw as 
the legacy of the Commune of 1871, upon which he and the ’68ers acted: “We 
are thus compelled to rehabilitate the dream, otherwise utopian, and put to the 
forefront its poetry, the renewed idea of creative praxis.”54
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